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SuJicient conditions are given under which convex combinations of stable (complex
and real) polynomials are stable.
ABSTRACT:

I. Introduction

In this paper we consider stable polynomials, i.e. polynomials having all their
zeros in the open left half-plane.
Let fO, fi be two real stable polynomials
&(x) = a,x”+alx”-‘+

... +a,_,x+a,,

a0 Z 0,

(1)

fi(X) = CoXn+CIX”-l+

... +c,_lx+c,,

co z 0,

(2)

and put for IzE [O, l]

- 4fo(x)

f&) =

(l), p. 2311 f.
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For the sake of simplicity only the statements and the proofs for the case of two
stable polynomials are given.

Theorem I. Let the complex polynomials fO,fi,

fo(x) = f: (a, + ib,)x”- “,

laoI+ IU > 0,

fi(x) = i

lcoI+ Idol > 0,

v=o

v=o

(c, + id&-‘,

(1’)

be stable. For k = 0,1, let fk(iw) be represented by the two real polynomials h&)
and g&9,

Then for each il E [O, l] the polynomial fA= (1 - A)fo
+ 3Lfi
is stable if ho = h, or
90 = 91.
Proof: We give the proof of the statement here only for the case ho = h, = h. The
proof for go = g1 follows by multiplying fkby -i. For AE [0,11 we represent f&o)
by the two real polynomials hA(co)and gn(o)

f&4 = kh4 f ig&4.

(4)

Then by writing out h, go and g1 explicitly, we see that hA = h and
Sn@) = (I- &O(N + &I&).

(5)

We now assume the contrary of the statement : there is a 1’ such that fiT
is not stable,
i.e. fnT
has a root with non-negative real part. There is at most one A”E [O, 1] such
that the degree of fAv,
is less than n. We may assume without loss of generality that
1’ < ,I”. The roots off,, regarded as functions of its coefficients, vary continuously
for 0 < A < A.‘,whereas if A’= A”any new roots emerge from a neighbourhood of the
point at infinity (see (3)). Hence there ‘isa point p E (0, A’)such that fp(x) has a purely
imaginary root, say iz. By (4), (5), we have
0 =f,W

= W+ iCV-P)s~(~ +~gd41~

hence h(z) = 0 and (1 -B)g,(r) +pgl(r) = 0. This implies that
go(r) = 0

and

g,(r) = 0

(6)

sign (go(r)) sign (g,(r)) ( 0.

(7)

or
By the Hermite-Biehler Theorem (2) the roots of the real polynomials h and go as
well as those of h and g1 are distinct, real, and interlace each other, and the
inequalities
h(o)g;(o)-

374

h’(o)g,(o)

> 0

for all real w, k = 0, 1,

(8)
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hold. Setting o = r, we obtain h’(z)g,(r) < 0 and h’(z)gr(z) < 0, a contradiction
to (6)
and (7). The proof is complete.
Corollary 1. Let the real polynomials f,, fi given by (l), (2) be stable. Then for each
AE [O, l] fA given by (3) is stable if?
n-l
v = O(1) 2
[

a2+ 1 = c2V+1,

a 2v

=

O(1) ;

v =

c2w

)

[I.

or

1

Example 2. By the Routh-Hurwitz
Criterion
(e.g. (l), p. 231) a polynomial
x4 + a1x3 + a2x2 + a3x + a4 is stable iff the following conditions hold
a, > 0, v = 1,2,3,4;
The two polynomials

a1a2-a3

> 0;

a3(ala2-a3)-a4af

> 0.

&,fi,
&(x) = x4+3x3+4x2+x+

1,

fi(X) =x4+4x3+4x2+14x+1,
are stable. Thus, by Corollary 1, each polynomial fA, 1 E [0,11, is stable.
From Corollary 1, we obtain :
Corollary 2. Let the real polynomials
fO, fi given by (l), (2) be represented
form
h(x) = Mx2) + x&(x2),

in the

k = 0,l.

Then the polynomial
(1 -I)h,(x2)+

&(x2)

+x[(l

-6)g,(x2)

is stable for all 2, 6 E [0, l] iff the four polynomials

+ Sg1(x2)]

fO(x), fi(x),

h,(x)+xg,(x)

= a,+c,_,x+a,_2x2+c,_3x3+a,_4x4+

h,(x)+xg,(x)

= c,+a,_,x+c,_2x2+a,_3x3+c,_4x4+.

are stable.
Proofi It suffices to prove sufficiency.
nomials are stable for all 6 E [0, l]
ho(x2)+x[I(1

By Corollary

....

1, the following

two poly-

-&Io(x2)+bII(x2)1~

hb2)+xK1 -4g&‘)+~g1(x2)1.
Applying again Corollary 1, the assertion follows.
Remark. Putting il = 6 we obtain a sufficient condition
for the stability
AE[O,11.
Theorem II. Let the real polynomials
f. given by (1) and fi,
fi(X) = c1x”-l+c2x”-2+

‘.. +c,_1x+c,,

of

fl,

Cl f0,

7 For real s, [s] denotes the greatest integer less than or equal to s.
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be stable.
v = o(l)

for each A l[0,1]

Then

1

n-l
2

fi

given

by (3) is stable

if a,,,,

= c*~+~,

.

[

Proofi We give the proof here only for n odd. If n is even one may proceed
analogously.
Let n = 2m + 1. We represent fk in the form
fk(x) = Ux2) +xs,(x2),

k = 0,l.

Then h,(u), h,(u), go(u) are polynomials
of degree m and g,(u) is a polynomial
of
degree m- 1. From the assumption it follows that h,(u) = h,(u) = h(u). Denote the
roots of h by u1,u2,. . .,u,, those of go by u;,u;,. . .,&, and those of gi by
,
By a special case of the Hermite-Biehler
Theorem (cf. (l), p. 271) the
i&v;, . . ..V._l.
stability off,,f,
is equivalent to that the roots of h and go as well as those of h and gi
are distinct, real, negative, and interlace in the following manner :
u; < u1 < u; < 242,
< . . . < u:, < u, < 0,
u1 < v; < u2 < .‘.<V~_,<U,<O.
W.1.o.g. we may assume that all coefficients of gO,gl, are positive (e.g. (11,p. 262).
Therefore, if u is large enough sign (g,,( -u)) = (- 1)” and sign (gi( -u)) = (- l)“- ‘.
The polynomial go changes its sign for the first time in the interval (- co, u,), hence
sign (gO(u,)) = (- l)m-l = sign (g,(u,)). Similarly,
sign (g&Q)

= (- l)m-P,

,U = l(l)m,

k = 0,l.

(9)

Now consider an arbitrary polynomial
f&x) = h,(x2) + xg,(x2). Then h,(u) = h(u)
and gn(u) = (1 - A)gO(u)+ Ag,(u). We have sign (gi( - u)) = (- 1)” for u large enough
and sign (g,(u,)) = (- l)m-l, hence gn has a root in (- co, ul). By the Mean Value
Theorem, it follows from (9) that gi has exactly one root in each interval (u,, up+ J,
,u = l(l)m1. Hence all roots of gn are distinct, negative and interlace with those of
h = hA. By the cited special case of the Hermite-Biehler
Theorem, fA is stable.
The condition of Theorem II cannot be replaced by the condition azv = c2v as the
following example shows.
Example 3. Let f0 be given as in Example 1 and fi(x) = x2 +2x+7.
Both
polynomials
are stable but fi,2 is not stable.
conclusion
We have given sufficient conditions under which convex combinations
(complex and real) polynomials
are stable.

of stable
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